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	Coverage_News_Strengths: You do a great job covering multiple aspects of your school - your audience should always be able to find something that interests them.  I think you also do an exceptional job getting multiple sources for stories and writing captivating leads that make you want to keep reading.
	Coverage_News_Weaknesses: Reduce the font size so you can get more stories on your pages.  Try reducing the length of some stories by choosing your words really carefully when you edit.  Focus on concise storytelling.
	Coverage_Features_Strengths: the art of snow war is an interesting page - maybe reduce the size of the mug shots so you can get more info in there; Rochester Idol story was cool - neat infographic to go along with it, too. I was really impressed with the variety of feature stories you included - very diverse!
	Coverage_Features_Weaknesses: be more specific with some of your headlines - use people's names rather than senior, junior etc. Really strive to use the best action verbs you can find - always active voice
	Coverage_Sports_Strengths: Really strong feature sports stories - would like to see more on JV or freshman sports.
	Coverage_Sports_Weaknesses: consider box scores and a sports column
	Coverage_Special_Strengths: you package stories together well in doubletruck situations - you could do more of that on other pages as well
	Coverage_Special_Weaknesses: consider sidebars and multiple stories on news related topics
	Coverage_Infographics_Strengths: great infographic to go along with the science Olympiad story on front page of Jan 28 issue - overall, infographics are certainly one of your greatest strengths - you package them with stories very frequently!
	Coverage_Infographics_Weaknesses: Watch the quality of photos that you use with your infographics.
	Coverage_OpEd_Strengths: staff editorials reflect sound judgement and are paired with other issues being covered in your papers.  You use a lot of graphic elements on your opinion pages which make them much more interesting!
	Coverage_OpEd_Weaknesses: I'd like to see more personal columns with consistent publication in each issue.  Find your best column writers and spotlight them.
	Score_Coverage: 900
	MarkReason_Coverage: Very diverse coverage to reach a wide audience.
	Writing_NonOpinion_Strengths: Loved the entire Girl Scout page on page 12 of March 20 issue - really cool packaging - graphics are neat.  You packed a lot of information on this page with good photos and infographics! Pitch like a pro package is exceptional - great images and neat touch with the handwriting numbers. B1 of April 27 issue is a really neat concept, too - readers really get caught up in analyzing that type of layout
	Writing_NonOpinion_Weaknesses: I was truly impressed with all the stories I've read!  Maybe shorten some stories so that you can cover more people in an issue?
	Writing_Editorial_Strengths: overheard in the hallways is a really cool element - don't enlarge the font and you can get more quotes or mug shots in there!
	Writing_Editorial_Weaknesses: maybe add student opinion polls to editorials that you write (like a we say, you say kind of deal)
	Writing_EditProofing_Strengths: Leads are truly a strength in almost all of your stories - that's so good to find in a high school paper. When I read your leads, I'm always wanting to go further - so will your readers!
	Writing_EditProofing_Weaknesses: please, please doublecheck spelling in everything - from folio lines (I found a misspelled February in one folio) to captions, to stories, to briefs - everything!
	Writing_CapHead_Strengths: very readable - good font choices
	Writing_CapHead_Weaknesses: tough to read caption over photo on front page of Nov issue, be careful to spell check headlines (persue on pg 11 of Jan issue - enrollement on B1 of Jan 28 issue) Use really specific words - instead of senior player in same headline, use the person's last name.
	Score_Writing: 900
	MarkReason_Writing: Strong leads make stories particularly strong.  Writing is certainly one of the highlights of this publication.  It all starts with a good story and these reporters have a way of finding strong stories!
	PhotoArt_Content_Strengths: Good photo of the mentor and Markel working on robotics on front page of Feb 28 issue. Love the photo of Heinemann and Francis from the musical story on page 3 of Feb 28 issue. Great longboarding photo on B8 of April 27 issue - that's the way to run a good photo in a large manner!
	PhotoArt_Content_Weaknesses: Larger photos should really be strongest quality and content - Equestrian team large photo on pg 10 of Mar 30 issue - all the photos on this page seem to be of poorer quality than other pages
	PhotoArt_Technical_Strengths: You do have some really strong photos, highlight those - the top 2 photos in the stack on the dance spread are strong as compared to the bottom 2 - maybe enlarge the better ones and use the others in a gallery on your website. Page A8 - cheerleading spread - you have two strong photos of individuals, but I'm drawn to the photo where you've captured them all upsidedown - that's the one I want to see larger because that took some talent to capture!
	PhotoArt_Technical_Weaknesses: cut out dancer on double-truck of A4-5 Jan 28 issue is really pixellated.  If you're going to allot space for a huge photo when you're leaving a lot of white space there, too, make sure it is really great quality
	PhotoArt_Infographic_Strengths: By the numbers on B1 of Jan 28 issue is a great infographic to go along with overcrowding story; great infographics with cyber-bullying story.  I feel like you use a lot of infographics and really give your readers multiple entry points into a page - that's superb planning and execution of a plan.
	PhotoArt_Infographic_Weaknesses: You do a good job of mixing student art into your infographics - maybe a little more of that would be good?
	PhotoArt_EdToon_Strengths: Strong art/cartooning appears in every issue.  Good job!
	PhotoArt_EdToon_Weaknesses: I really couldn't find any weaknesses here!
	PhotoArt_Graphics_Strengths: Cool infographic to go along with ourbuds story; cyber bullying statistics is a strong graphic, too.  Again, I feel like this area is one of your publication's greatest strengths!!!!  Keep up the great work!
	PhotoArt_Graphics_Weaknesses: 
	PhotoArt_ColumnHead_Strengths: You have some neat special features - the Q and A, hot and not, grrs and prrs......I'd like to see more columns with column titles and photos
	PhotoArt_ColumnHead_Weaknesses: add more individualized columns
	PhotoArt_StoryArt_Strengths: You do a good job including art with your stories - I particularly liked the art with the vote of no-confidence story in Jan. Excellent story art to go along with games stories on 8-9 of Feb issue. Loved the mug shots along with the character drawings - printed a little dark, but that's probably a printing issue
	PhotoArt_StoryArt_Weaknesses: Might be easier to read with a white box over the dark part of this drawing then using black ink for text.
	Score_PhotoArt: 725
	MarkReason_PhotoArt: Infographics are a true strength!
	Layout_PageOne_Strengths: All front pages have strong dominant elements that bring readers into the page. Big Green Gig in Jan issue is powerful! - tough to read the green on the blue in the pulled quote. Cool front page with the robotics team going to the Lone Star state - be careful to try not to get the lines right over the peoples faces - that's what you're drawn to. Piano Man front page might be my favorite! Love the way that story is packaged - the only thing I might have done differently if it was possible is get text inside the birds eye view shape of a baby grand piano - really tight idea!
	Layout_PageOne_Weaknesses: tough to read reverse text on some pages - Nov 30 for instance. Why the ragged right text on the story on the right hand column in Nov issue? Be careful to use a pica of space between all elements - like around the circular pulled quote on the front page of Nov. Why move the one story with a gray background above the flag in the March 30 issue? - I'd rather see the Cougar Culture element all above the fold.
	Layout_Inside_Strengths: WOW!  I am so impressed with the karate layout and the best of 2010 - great photo cut-outs and well designed pages! Ice fishing story in Nov issue was really cool - neat idea. The perfect winter athlete on page 16 of Feb 28 issue is cool, too. I love the interactive quizzes on this page.
	Layout_Inside_Weaknesses: tough to read ice fishing story with the red fish over the text - I would question the use of the huge green drawing on that page? Proportions could have been different maybe? A pulled quote or photo in a fish shape?Tough to read that outlined text which you've gone to great troubles to outline on parts of the text - figure out a way to make that work so you don't have to disturb the reading.
	Layout_Special_Strengths: Unbelievably strong topics being covered - marijuana for instance; to give is to receive is a really unique layout - I wasn't crazy about it at first, but it grew on me as I explored it more - I liked the photo element of it; Absolutely thought the cyber bullying spread was brilliant and timely - so much to read and learn from here.  Only suggestion would be to make the mug shots smaller so you could get more quotes.
	Layout_Special_Weaknesses: Way too tough to read the really lengthy story in reverse text....consider some other layout approach that won't turn readers off - you've got a ton of great information here and you will want everyone to ready it! The graphic in for our soldiers on page 8 of Jan issue is huge as compared to the actual content of the page - use the space more wisely to get content across to readers.
	Layout_Opinion_Strengths: Loved the hot/not arrows - are you putting them in any specific order?  what if you did a gradient inside the arrows and then ranked the hots and nots? The grrr and purr was really cool, too as was the 'mad lib' option to interact with readers. you work hard to give your readers what they want!
	Layout_Opinion_Weaknesses: Include more student opinion in quicky polls to allow them to give their take on a topic you're writing about - especially the staff editorial.
	Layout_PhEssay_Strengths: no real work in this area
	Layout_PhEssay_Weaknesses: 
	Layout_Advertising_Strengths: Really strong ads and a wide variety of advertisers.
	Layout_Advertising_Weaknesses: avoid the clip art in the Dunkin' Donuts ad - is this the chain?  They would probably have an ad they would give you to run.
	Layout_Type_Strengths: Easy to read, consistent; consider reducing the leading like on the headline on page 8 - March 30 issue - bottom story
	Layout_Type_Weaknesses: I feel like the text in some of your body copy is really large and the leading is too small - maybe the same size?  I would decrease the font size by one or two points and increase the leading to be at least a point size larger than your text? Set your tabs to be consistent - several stories have different indents in the text (stories on pages 8-9 of January issue. Different sizes of body copy text on page A2 of Jan 28 issue - make sure you're consistent.
	Score_Layout: 700
	MarkReason_Layout: Strong page layout and design through all sections! Opinion pages are just as strong as feature or sports pages.  News pages also have strength.
	Leadership_OpEd_Strengths: You really seem to be leading your school!  keep up the strong editorial writing and cartooning.
	Leadership_OpEd_Weaknesses: grab a few more student opinions for the opinion page.  Make all mug shots a consistent size throughout all the pages/sections.
	Leadership_SchCoverage_Strengths: You seem to be covering a very diverse group of students and activities.....make sure you keep that up!
	Leadership_SchCoverage_Weaknesses: Include more localization of student reaction to national/international events like the earthquake in Japan, or uprising in Egypt - there are several ways to connect local, state, national and international events to your students/teachers
	Leadership_NonSchCoverage_Strengths: Lots of out of school activities are covered
	Leadership_NonSchCoverage_Weaknesses: make more connections as mentioned already
	Leadership_Standards_Strengths: Very professional publication that appears to adhere to standards and ethics!
	Leadership_Standards_Weaknesses: 
	Score_Leadership: 425
	MarkReason_Leadership: Very strong publication that leads by example.  Other publications would be served well to exchange with this paper.
	Score_SW_Writing: 50
	Score_SW_Editing: 45
	Score_SW_Photo: 50
	Score_SW_ArtGraphics: 50
	Score_SW_Layout: 50
	Score_SW_Production: 50
	Score_SW_Total: 295
	JudgeSummary: It was fun to read the issues of your paper!  The Source is one of the best overall publications I've seen in my years of judging.  I thought the topics you covered in your stories were so unique, but one of your greatest strengths was your lead writing.  Compelling leads really kept me interested in the stories and will keep your readers reading which is exactly what you want. I feel like the weaknesses/suggestions that I made were very, very picky, but I think you're to the point where you can just tweak the small things to make your paper come closer to perfection.  I'm a stickler for cleaning up the details and sweating the small stuff - like a consistent pica between all elements, or the same font size and leading for all body text. I realize it's an issue with printing on newsprint, but I'd like to see your larger photos be the best quality images you can find.  Make sure your cutouts are really strong and you showcase your best photographic work. Some images were fairly dark and some were too small to be effective. My biggest pet peeve with a few of your issues deals with running huge stories in reverse text.  It's just way too tough to read and readers will struggle to get through the entire piece if they don't quit first.  Think of ways to design that don't make reading a labor.  You've got such great info, you WANT people to digest every word. You take chances, you cover delicate topics and you obviously take great care in planning and executing your design.  Kudos to your entire staff!!!!  Keep up the amazing work - you should be proud!
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